
“Signs”  

              
 

The lyrics of the 1970’s classic, “Signs” by Canadian rock group, The Five Man Electrical Band, head in a 
very pointed direction against authoritative symbols and control.  While the song characterizes signs as 
being overbearing and offensive, the lyrics actually speak to the clash, in the late 60’s and early 70’s, 
between the freethinking and the conformists.   

Through its lyrics, “Signs” challenges some overly restrictive customs– and rightly so, in my opinion.  Yet, 
social order cannot be successful without some rules and ‘signs’ to help guide us along the way.  The 
problem, though, is that there can be too many signs, or signs placed when and where they don’t 
belong, or simply a lack of education and understanding of how to use and/or read those signs.  In these 
three instances signs can be counterproductive.  Consider construction zone signage along our roads 
and highways.  Then consider the chorus, made memorable by The Five Man Electrical Band: 

Signs, signs, everywhere there's signs 
Blockin' up the scenery, breakin' my mind 
Do this, don't do that, can't you read the sign? 

The song’s chorus speaks to the three problems mentioned above.  And although I’m sure it wasn’t the 
artists’ intention, the chorus can be applied to construction zone signage:   

If there are too many signs, drivers become oblivious.    

If signs are placed when and where they don’t belong (such as too far from - or too close to - a 
construction zone, or left up unnecessarily during periods when there is no construction activity) it can 
lead to confusion, frustration, and possibly risk.   

And finally, the lack of education and understanding of how to use and/or read those signs can create 
additional hazards or perhaps even cause a hazard where one doesn’t exist.   



Of course, there are legitimate instances where construction zone signage should be (and is, in fact, 
required by legislation to be) left intact during evenings, weekends, and other periods when 
construction is not taking place.  But what is the motoring publics’ understanding of this?   

 

The motoring public: 

I venture to guess that most drivers do not realize that there could be legitimate reasons for the signage 
to remain. One example is where heavy equipment, that is left on-site and idle, for the next day’s work, 
obstructs the flow of traffic.  Road re-surfacing is another common activity where signage is needed 
during inactive periods.  Between the stripping and re-paving phases, sections of road could be left with 
grooved, uneven areas for several days before those sections get resurfaced.  Without proper signage, 
innocent drivers could hit these areas at regular speed, which could result in blowing out a tire or 
otherwise losing control of the wheel.   Motorcyclists are at even greater risk of losing control under 
such circumstances.  Even though there are no workers or equipment present, it is still a construction 
site, and signage is required to alert drivers to the potential hazards.  Fortunately, it appears that signs 
depicting a car on a section of road with pavement drop off and/or a motorcycle on grooved pavement 
are now being used more often than they had been previously.  But even with such signage, some 
drivers believe the signs don’t apply to them unless they see construction activity happening.  By 
barreling through that zone they could be putting themselves or others at risk, even if there isn’t any 
construction activity at that time.  

There are other drivers, of course, that do realize that the signs are there for a reason, will respect the 
signage, slow down and be prepared for what may be around the corner even if there is no indication 
that construction or other activities are ongoing.  However, even those drivers can become de-sensitized 
to those signs if they are repeatedly exposed to construction zone signage that is left up unjustifiably for 
days with no evidence of construction activity, obstructions, or altered road conditions.   For example, if 
a driver is exposed over and over again to ‘flagperson ahead’ signage when in fact, time and again, there 
were no flagpersons or other construction crews present; it is possible that the otherwise conscientious 
driver will become unmindful to the signs over time.  Sadly, for the flagpersons and other workers, this 
could, one day, end up like the fable of the little boy who cried wolf.   

 

Construction crews: 

And then there are the construction crews.  Do they know, and are they complying with, the legislation 
in terms of where, when, and how construction zone signage needs to be applied?  A colleague of mine, 
who was travelling home one day, saw a sign on the highway advising motorists that the right lane was 
ending.  She moved to the left lane only to discover that it was, in fact, the left lane that was ending.  
This caused her (and many other drivers) to have to merge back into the right-side lane.  Luckily she, and 
the other drivers were adhering to the posted, reduced speed limits and the most harm that transpired 
in that instance was driver frustration.   



As another example of sign usage, let’s look at the ‘flagperson ahead’ signage we spoke of earlier.  The 
Department of Transportation and Works’ Traffic Control Manual* states, that “All advance flagperson 
signage shall be removed or covered promptly when the flagging operations are terminated from a 
construction work zone for any period of time.”1 Until recently, it was not uncommon to see these signs 
left up inappropriately during evenings, weekends, etc..  On a positive note, it appears that these 
‘flagperson ahead’ signs are being removed or covered at inactive construction sites more consistently 
in recent months than they had been in the past.   

 

Conclusion: 

Road signs in construction zones cannot be effective without consistent, proper use of the signage by 
the construction crews and clear understanding of (and respect for) the signage and legislation by the 
public.  Signs are indeed very valuable.  If used properly, signs may very well help both the construction 
crews and the motoring public sing the final line from the last verse of “Signs” ….. 

"Thank you, Lord, for thinking about me, I'm alive and doing fine."  

   

 

 

This article, by Beth Johnstone, was first published in the NLCA 2015 Construction Journal.        

 

*The traffic control manual is a living document and it is the construction industry’s job to make certain that road signage is used properly and 
effectively at all times for the safety of road crews and the motoring public.    For the most up to date version of the Traffic Control Manual go 
to the provincial Department of Transportation and Works website http://www.tw.gov.nl.ca/publications/TrafficControlManual.pdf .  Traffic 
Control training is available from the Newfoundland & Labrador Construction Safety Association or other WHSCC-approved providers.  NLCSA’s 
training schedule is available at www.nlcsa.com/services/courses.php or by calling 1-888-681-SAFE (7233). 

1  Traffic Control Manual, Revised April 2014, Government of Newfoundland & Labrador Dept. of Transportation  & Works, Page 21. 
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